New 3700mm round road hump to be installed with 150mm drainage channel each side.

Illuminated signs to be installed.

New lamp column to be installed.

Mount new sign S1 & S2 on new lamp column.

Mounting height to be minimum 2.1 metres from base of sign.

Internal illumination keep left, keep right arrow.

Install new give way lines set back 5.5m from build out.

Install new DYL markings, Diag. 1018.1

New build out to be constructed.

New road 3700mm round road hump to be installed with 150mm drainage channel each side. Illuminated signs to be installed.

Mount new sign S1 & S2 on new lamp column. Mounting height to be minimum 2.1 metres from base of sign.

Internal illumination keep left, keep right arrow.

Install new give way lines set back 5.5m from build out.

Install new DYL markings, Diag. 1018.1

*Double yellow lines installation for...